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Let (R, g) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension d and 
multiplicity e. Set nequal to the embedding dimension of R. Then v < e + 
d - 1. If u = e + d - 1, then the structure of R is quite well understood (cf. 
[4,8, lo]). The problem under consideration in this paper is that of finding a 
structure th ory for local Cohen-Macaulay rings of embedding dimension 
e + d - 2. We succeed indescribing most such rings by means of their type 
(type R = dimll,,,, Extd(R/m. R)), the exceptions being the Cohen-Macaulay 
local rings of embedding dimension e + d - 2 and maximal type - 2. The 
main results areas follows: 
THEOREM. Let (R, m) be a d-dimensional local Cohen-Macaulay ring of 
multiplicity e andembedding dimension v = e $ d - 2. Then type R < e - 2. 
If type R < e - 2, then gr R, the associated graded ring of R, is 
Cohen-Macauiay nd type (gr R)Br R+ = type R. 
THEOREM. Let (R, m) be a 2-dimensional local Cohen-Macaulay ring of 
embedding dimension e.Let P,(n) be the Hilbert polynomial ofR. Then 
(i) there xists aninteger t,2< t < e - 1, such that 
P,(n) = en - (t - 2), 
(ii) gr R is Cohen-Macaulay $ and only if t = 2, 
(iii) given an integer t,2< t < e - 1, there is such an R, necessarily of 
type e - 2, with P,(n)=en - (t - 2). If t= 2, 3 or e- 1, then 
depth,, R + gr R > 0. 
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The first theorem generalizes Th orem 3.4 in 131, where the local ring was 
assumed to be Gorenstein. The second theorem points out the main open 
question. It is not known for e > 6 and 3 < t < e - 1 whether 
depthgrR+ gr  > 0. 
1, PRELIMINARIES 
We first recall the notion fminimal reduction of the maximal ideal ofa 
d-dimensional local ring (R, m), [2]. The d-elements x, ,..., xd of y\m* are 
said to form a minimal reduction of 5 if their initial forms Xi,..., ?d in 
grR=R/pz@fl/y2-baa. form asystem of parameters in gr R + = m/m* 0 
y*/gl f **a. If R/g is infinite, th nm has a minimal reduction. Three 
properties of minimal reductions will be used frequently. Before stating them 
we give some remarks about notation. 
If x, ,..., x, is a sequence of lements of the local ring R, then &R stands for 
the ideal generated by xi,..., x1 inR. If Z is an ideal of R, then e(Z) is the 
multiplicity of Z and 1(A) stands for the length ofan R-module A.If y is a 
nonzero element ofR, we will consistently use the notation ~7 for the initial 
form of y in gr R. y has order s, if jj has degree s in gr R. 
Let x, ,..., xd be a minimal reduction of m. Then 
(i) there is an integer r such that m’+’ =z’, 
(ii) e= e(R) = e@R) and so, if R is Cohen-Macaulay, e(R)= 
W/M), 
(iii) xi ,..., xd are analytically independent in m,i.e., iff,(X, ,..., X,)is 
a form of degree p in the polynomial ring R[Xi ,..., X,]with f,(x, ,..., xd)E
rnp+ ‘, then the coefficients off, are in m. 
Recall a so that if (R, m) is Cohen-Macaulay andx, ,..., xd is a system of 
parameters, then the type of R is defined tobe dim,,, ExV’(R/m, R) =
dim,,,&R : g)/gR = dim(socle of R/&R). 
2. EXAMPLES OF LOCAL COHEN-MACAULAY RINGS OF 
EMBEDDING DIMENSION e + d - 2 
(A) d = 1. The easiest examples to give are the l-dimensional 
semigroup rings. Fix a field k, 
(0 e = 4. R = k[t4, t5, t”! is Gorenstein ( .e., type 1) with gr R E 
k[X, Y, Z]/(XZ - Y2, Z’) also Gorenstein. R = kit”, t’, 5”g has type 2= 
e - 2. gr R z k[X, Y, Z]/(Z’, XZ, YZ, Y”) is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
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(ii) e= 5. R = kit”, t6, t’, tsn is Gorenstein andS = k[t’, t6, t’, t’[ is 
type% 
grRzk[X, Y,Z, W]/(XW- YZ, YW-Z2, Y2-XZ,ZW, W’) 
is Gorenstein and
gr S z k[X, Y, Z, W]/(XW- Z2, XZ - Y2, YW, ZW, W’) 
is Cohen-Macaulay with (gr S&r,+ type 2. T= k[t”, t6, t’, t’l and U= 
kit’, t6, tg, t131 are type 3; 
gr TE k[X, Y, Z, W]/(XW- YZ,ZW, Z2, W*, YW) 
is Cohen-Macaulay, 
gr Ur k[X, Y,Z, W]/(XZ, YZ, Z2, YW, ZW, Y”) 
is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
(B) d = 2. Minimal elliptic surface singularities have Gorenstein local 
rings of embedding dimension e [1, lo]. Two-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay 
local rings of embedding dimension e and maximal type (e - 2) can be 
constructed by taking the ideal Z in S = k[X, X2, Z, , Z,, Z,, W] generated 
by the 2 x 2 minors of the matrix 
( 
x, w2 z, z, z, 
w z, z, z, x: 1 
(R, rlz) = (S ~x,.x,.z,,z,.z,,w~lz(x,.x,.z,~z,.z,.w), 
(X,,Xz,Z,,Z2,~3, W/Z) 
is Cohen-Macaulay since Z has height 4. One can check that l_n6 = 
(xi, x2) $, where xi, x2 are the images of X, and X2, respectively, in R, so
that xi, x2 is a minimal reduction f rc. It then follows that e= 6 since 
A(R/(x, , x2)R) = 6; gr R has depth 1. 
3. TYPER 
In this section we will see the role that he type R plays in the structure of 
the rings under investigation nd then we will study the rings of type R < 
e - 2. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let (R, m) be a d-dimensional local Cohen-Macaulay 
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ring of embedding dimension v = e f d - 2. Then type R < e - 2. If type R < 
e - 2, then gr R is Cohen-Macaulay nd type (gr R),, R+ = type R. 
First weprove alemma. 
3.2. LEMMA. With the hypothesis as in (3.1), let 8 =x ,,..., xd be a 
minimal reduction f rm. Then 
(9 m j+‘Cxmj for j> 1, --- 
(ii) A(&/?&‘) < 1, 
(iii) type R < e - 2. 
ProoJ (i) From the xact sequences 
we see that u= e + d - 2 implies that A(m’lxm) = 1. Now llz2 +J(m”, my) 3 
T~JI implies that y3 2 ,lcm so (i) follows bymultiplication by T. (Something 
much stronger than (i) is true, namely, m*+2 E @)‘@:p) for j> 1 (cf. 
Proposition 5.1.) 
(ii) Write m2 = (xm, WV) for some w, v E m\m2. Then mj = (s@‘, 
wj- ‘u). For m3 = (sm’, WVrJl) c (xg’, wy2) = (g12, w(xy, WV)) =
(xm’, w”v) so the case for general j follows easily b induction. 
(iii) We have m2 E @:m) but m & (&:m) since v3 c 5~ and 
m2 # xm. Thus dim,,,((&R :m)/&R) < e - 3 + 1 = e - 2. 
Now there is a “machine” available (cf. [5]) to reduce dimension i
questions relating to depth properties of gr R. To prove that 
depth BTR+ gr R > t, say, we need to show for some minimal reduction 
x, ,***, xd of m that (x, ..., x,)n &+ ’ = (x, ..., xt)yz’ for all i > 0. The 
machine says that if x, R n ,‘+ ’ = x1 m’ for all i2 0 and (x2 ,..., x,)R/x, R n 
;Y/x, RI’+ ’,F (x2 ,..., x,)&z/x, R)ifor all i> 0, then (x, ..., x,)R n y’+ ’= 
x1 ,..., x,)m for all i> 0. So if we have aCohen-Macaulay ocal ring (R, E) 
with properties hatare stable modulo the ideal generated by an element ofa 
minimal reduction of m and if we prove that Cohen-Macaulay ocal rings R’
of dimension d - t + 1 with these properties havedepth gr K > 1, then depth 
gr R > t. This means that it is sufficient to prove Theorem 3.1 for the case 
dimension d = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Lemma 3.2(iii), type R < e - 2. So we assume 
type R < e - 2 and we will prove that gr R is Cohen-Macaulay. By the 
remarks above we may assume d = 1. We may also assume that e> 3. For if 
e = 3, then R, the m-adic completion of R,is a hypersurface and the result is 
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immediate. Finally, we may assume R/m is infinite andtake x a minimal 
reduction of E. Let z, ,..., z,-, be a possibly empty set of elements in m\@’ 
whose images together with the image of an element ofm* form abasis of 
(x:m)/xR. Then x, z1 ,..., z,-i are linearly independent mod p*. For if ax + 
/3z, + ... +yz,- iE m* = (xg, wu), where w, u E m/m*, then p,..., y E XR so 
a E m. We extend x, z, ..., z,-ito a basis x, z, ,..., z,-, , w, ,..., w,-* of m. 
The hypothesis r < e- 2 implies that here are at least two w’s. Now all we 
need to do is show that m3 = xm2. For it is always true that m* n XR = xy 
by the analytic independence of x so if we show that m3 = x9’, we will have 
that sic1 n XR = x& for all i> 0. NOW m* = (xm, wi Wj) for any product 
wi wj, where wi wj @ xR. There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1. There is an i E {r,..., e - 2) such that W: E XR in which case 
wi E xm. Then wi @ (x:5) implies that here is wi, j # i, such that 
Wi Wj 6! xR. Consequently, g* = (XP, wi wj) and g3 = (xg', wfwj) = x5*. 
Case 2. wf 6$ XR for all iE (r,..., e - 2). Look at w,. Suppose there isan 
s such that w,w, EXR so that w,.w, E xm. Then m* = (xc, wf) = (xm, wf) 
and y3 = (xm’, w,w:) =xm*. So suppose that w, wj f$ XR for j= I,..., e - 2. 
The fact hat n(m*/x~) = 1 implies that here is a unit u of R such that 
w: + uw,w,+, = w,(w, + uw,, ) Expz. Set w:+, = w,+uw,+,. If 
(w:, )2 Exl_n, weare back to Case 1. If not, then we have w,w;+ 1E xm, so 
W L+, can play the role of w, above. 
It remains tosee that ype (gr R),,, += type R. For this we may assume 
dim R =0 since grR/(f, ,..., QgrR ggr(R/(x, ,..., xJR). Let g be a 
homogeneous element ingr R and let g be an element ofR with initial 
form g. Then g satisfies g(~/m*) = 0 if and only if gm c m3 = 0. Thus g E 
(O:grR+) ifand only if gE (0:m). 
As in the Gorenstein case [4], we can compute the Hilbert function 
H,(n) = dim,,, @‘/@’ ‘, and describe thgenerators for the defining deal 
in the case where type R < e - 2. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let (R, m) be a d-dimensional local Cohen-Macaulay 
ring of embedding dimension v = e + d - 2 and type <e - 2. Then H,(n) =
(“zd;‘)e + ( “+f3 ) for n > 2 and d > 0. If R = S/I, with (S, p) a v- 
dimensional regular local ring, then Iis generated bye(e - 3)/2 elements of
order 2 in S and gr R = gr SjI, where ris generated bythe initial forms of a 
minimal generating setfor I. 
ProoJ Given that gr R is Cohen-Macaulay, it is astandard procedure to 
compute the Hilbert function of R from that of R/(x, ..., x# (cf. [9]). 
To prove the required statements about 1, we may reduce tothe case d= 0 
by modding out by a sequence ofelements x1 ,..., xd in p which maps to a 
minimal reduction of m. By Lemma 3.2(i), p3 sI. To show that Z is 
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generated by elements of degree 2 in gr S, it is sufficient to show that 
p3 = pZ. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we take aminimal base (z, ..., z,_i, 
W r ,..., -we-J for p with (Z:p) 2 (zi ,..., z,-i, y) and p* = (I, y), where 0 # 
y= w,’ or O# y= w,w,+i. Thus we have to show that yp s pZ, i.e., that - - 
y(wr,..., w,-2) G p. 
Case 1 (y = wf). We may assume that w, w, E Z for s # r. For w, w,~ =
uy+iwithiEZ.IfUEp,thenw,w,EZ.Ifu~p,thenw,w,=uwf+iand 
we may swap WI = w, - UW, for w,. Now all we have to show is that 
w; E pZ. Since w, w,+ i E Z, there is an s such that w,+ I w, @ I. Hence wf - 
UW r+ i-w, E Z for some unit u of R. Thus wz - w, w,+ , w, E pZ and it follows 
that w3 E pZ. 
Case 2 (y = w,w,.+ ,). We may ssume that ws,..., wfm2 E I. We may also 
assume just as in Case 1 that w,. w, E Z for s # r + 1. Now it is immediate 
that y(wr,..., w,-*) s pZ. Thus we can conclude that pjt * = p’Z for j> 1 and 
that the ideal of initial forms of elements ofZ, is generated byforms of 
degree 2. 
We have shown that zizj, ziwk E Z for i,jE {l,..., r - 1) and k E 
{r,..., e - 2). We have also shown, in the case y= w:, that here are (‘;‘) - 1 
elements inZ of the form wiwj or wiwj - u,w:, where i ,< j E (r...., e - 2) 
and uii are units in R, and, in the case y= w, w,, , , that here are the same 
number of elements inZ of the form wi wj or wi wj = uij w, w,+ , . It is easy to 
check that hese lements are linearly independent modpZ= p’. To see that 
these lements span Z, it is sufficient to check that he length of S modulo the 
ideal generated by them is e. 
Remark 1. S/(x, Z, _z) is O-dimensional Gorenstein. If char S/p # 2, then 
the symmetric bilinear form which gives the multiplication of the-w’s can be 
diagonalized so that Z = (zizj, ziwk, wk ws, wz - U, ws: i, jE { l,..., r - 1 }, 
k < s E {r,..., e - 2}) with units U, in R. 
Remark 2. The betti numbers for a minimal graded resolution of gr R 
over gr S were computed in [4] for the case where R is Gorenstein. (It
should be noted that (2.8) in [4] misquotes its reference.) The case where 
1 < type R < e - 2 is more complicated and will not be discussed here. It 
suffices to note that such a resolution ca not be pure if 1 < type R < e - 2. 
For purity implies inthe case d= 0 that he highest betti number (=type) is 
f the last nonzero value of the Hilbert function which in our case is 1. 
Remark 3. If type R = e - 2 with e > 3, then the defining ideal Z in a 
representation R = S/Z with S, v-dimensional regular local has 
(e(e - 3)/2) + 1 generators. & the ideal of initial forms of Z, may need many 
more generators. For example, ifR = kit”, t’, f”, t16, ~“1, then R z k[X, Y, 
Z,, Z,, Z,n/Z with Z minimally generated by XZ, - Y3, XZ2 - YZ,, 
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x2, - YZ,, YZ,-x4, z;-x5, z;-X3Y2, z,z,-x2z,, z,z,-z;, 
Z: -X3Z2, Z,Z, - Y3X2. fneeds X’Z,, X3Z3 and y6 in addition to the 
initial forms of the displayed s tabove for aminimal basis. 
4. TYPER=e-2:dimR=l 
The aim of this ection a d the next is to reveal how bad the 
Cohen-Macaulay ocal rings of embedding dimension e + d - 2 and type 
e - 2 are. First we analyze the case d= 1. We know, cf. the examples in
Section 3, that gr R need not be Cohen-Macaulay. However, the fact that he 
Hilbert function d es not decrease Lemma (4.1) signals that he singularities 
are not oo bad. 
For the remainder ofthis ection, (Ry) is a l-dimensional local 
Cohen-Macaulay ring of embedding dimension e - 1 and type - 2. In 
addition, we assume that g has a minimal reduction x and we take 
w E m\m” such that y2 - (xm, w’). Let H,(n) denote the Hilbert function 
ofR. 
4.1. LEMMA. H,(n) > e - 1 for all n> 0. 
Proof. 
H,(n) = dimRlm @‘/t~P’i = dim,,&“/(x@‘, wn+‘)) 
= 4l,,&“/xm”) - &7w3”, w”+‘Yx??“) 
= e - A((x&, IV’+ ‘)/x@). 
Now mw”+’ ox&’ for n > 1 since m”+’ GX$ by Lemma 3.2. Thus 
H,(n) > e - 1. 
4.2. LEMMA. &~xj-~(x:y)f,r al/j> 2. 
ProoJ mj = (xj-‘g, xj-‘w’, xjP3w3,..., xwj-I, wj) for j> 2. Thus 
rnjsxj-‘(x:m) f or all j> 2 if and only if wj E xj-‘(x : m) for all j> 2 or, 
equivalently, wj+ ’E xj- ‘m for all j> 2. 
Since m2 E (x:~) by Lemma 3.2(i) wemay assume that j> 2 and that 
m’ c xi-‘(x:?) for 2< i < j - 1. Now let rbe the least positive nteger such 
that~“‘=x~‘.1fj=r+1,thenw’+‘Exm’cx~~’~~(~:~)=~~~~(~:~). 
Assume j< Y + 1. The induction assumption gives $+‘* E xits-2~ for 
s>O and wj=xj-‘t,. Ifri 6$ (x: E), then m2 = (x3, ri w). Now t, w2 = xr2 
with xr, + uxrz Exm2 for some unit uE R since ~L(~Jz”/x~‘) = 1. Conse- 
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quently, rz & (x: ~JZ). Inthis way we find ri l m, ri @ (x : p) such that 
ziw* =xTi+I. It follows that w~+*~ = ~~-*+~r,+ i for all p> 0. Set r + 1 = 
j+h with > 1. If h=2p+ 1, then w~+~~~'=x~~~+~~~+,w=x.x~+P~*~ 
with ,U E m. This gives the contradiction rp+, E (x:m). If h = 2p + 2, then 
W j+*p+* =xi+~+lT Pi2 =x . .Y~~~-*,D~ with p2 E m2. This gives the 
contradiction rp+ 2E m*. Thus r, E (x:~) and mj G xj-‘(x :m). 
4.3. COROLLARY. Let r be the least integer such that yrt ’ = xt$. A
minimal basis x, z, ,..., z,-~, w can be chosen for y so that z, ,..., z,-, E
(x:g) and w’=x’-*z,~,modxr~~‘for i= 3 ,..., r  
Prooj By Lemma 4.2 we have wi =x~-*z~-~. We claim that x, 
z, ,..., z,-~ are linearly independent mod $. If ax + /3z, E 3’ with not both 
a,pEm, then ax2+Pz,xEm3 and z,xEm3 implies crE& Hence/3@g 
and we have z, E m* so r = 2 and there is nothing toprove. Assume that x, 
zi ,..., 5-iare linearly independent mod m*. Assume that j < r - 3. Pass to 
R/xj+‘R. We have 
Rlxj+‘R3plxjtLR3 . . .3sj+‘/xji’R 
II (mi+*,~jt’R)/lxj+‘R 10. 
It follows from 1(R/xj+‘R )= (jt l)e= (jt l)(e-l)+~((&+*,xjtiR)/ 
x:+ ‘R) that A((&’ 2, xjt ‘R)/xj+ ‘R) = j + 1. But (mj+ *, xj+‘) = (xj+ ‘, xjw’, 
x’z, )...) XJZj- , )X’Zj)* Consequently, zj is not linearly dependent on x, z, ..., 
zj-, mod ?2. 
The integer r as in Corollary 4.3is called the reduction number of R. 
4.4. EXAMPLE. For a given e > 4, every integer r, 2< r < e - 1, can be 
realized as the reduction nmber of a l-dimensional local Cohen-Macaulay 
ring of embedding dimension e - 1 and type - 2. Let k be a field and t an 
indeterminate. Se  
R, = kit’, te+‘, tet3, te+4 ,..., t2e-1), 
R, = k[t’, fe+l, f+n+‘, te+n+* ,...; f*e-‘, t2e+3, tzet4 ,..., f2e+nn, 
for 2 < n < e - 2, 
R,-, = kit’, te+‘, tZet3, tzet4 ,..., t3e-‘l. 
For 2 < j ,< e- 1, Rj is a l-dimensional local Cohen-Macaulay ring of 
embedding dimension e - 1, type - 2, and reduction number j. 
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5. TYPnR=e-2;dimR=d>l 
In this ection (R, m) is a local Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension d, 
embedding dimension e + d - 2 and type - 2. It will be convenient to have 
a “lean basis” for m. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let 5 =x1 ,..., xd be a minimal reduction f rp. Then 
&c @)‘-*@:gz)forj~ 2. 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on d and on j. The case d= 1 is 
Lemma 4.2. Assume d> 1. We may assume j> 2 since I$ E &:m) by 
Lemma 3.2(i). Take w E y so that @* = @m, w*). The induction hypothesis 
mi E @)‘-‘&:~z> for i < j means that WJ E (x)j-* m.We have to show 
that wi E @)‘-‘@:m). Now wj = 2 ~ai,,,..,ai,~~i~~fi2 ... xT d, where 
ai, + . ..+aid=j-2 and I&. ,,,,,,, ~L’d E m. Let U, ,..., U, be indeterminates 
and set x; = xj;tiJjx, forj= 2,..., d. Pass to the ring R(U) = R(U2,,, U,) 
and then to R(U) = R(U)/(x;,..., xA)R(U). The image of wi in R(U) is 
C&i,,..., Ll,dqi2 ... qidx{-* and is, by the case d = 1, in 
Z{/;-‘(Z,R~:@iR-@)). This means that JJ rai,,...,a.idqi’ . . . U id$-*E 
(xlR(U):mR(U)) + (x;,..., 
for each tuple ai, ..., 
x;)R(U)c(~R(U):gR(U))=(q$R(U). Thus 
aid, it follows that &, ,,,.., Oi2E(x:9), sowJE &:m). 
5.2. COROLLARY. (&:x,)E (x)j-‘@:g)for i= l,...,d. 
5.3. LEMMA. Let 2~ be a minimal reduction of g. Then 
(i) b:s)@:lyz)=&:m). 
(ii) A basis 8, z1 ,..., z,+~, w can be chosen for m so that zig E & : m) 
for i = l,..., e - 3. 
Proof. Since (x : m)m G xm, it is sufficient to prove (i) and (ii) for the 
case d= 1. (i)Let z,z’E(x:m), where x=x,. zz’=xr and zz’w=xrw, 
where m* = (xm, w’). But zz’w Ex*m so rw E xm and r E (x:m). 
(ii) Let x, zi ,..., z,-~, w be a basis for m with z~,...,z,-~ E ($:m). ziw = 
ax* + p,xz, + --.+/3e-3~~,-3+y~~. If y&m, set zf=zi-yx. The 
resulting zi)s have the required propermties. 
We will call a basis x, ,..., xd z, ,..., zee3, w of m lean if it satisfies 
Corollary 5.2(ii). 
Assume now that gr R is not Cohen-Macaulay. Thenfor any minimal 
reduction x fm, m3 c xm and m3 # xr~~*. Consequently, here is a relation 
x,r, + *** +x,& E g3 with &E (x :m) n 112 by Proposition 5.1.Let x1 ,..., xd
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z, ,..*, z,-3 5 w by a lean basis of 112. By making a linear change of x, ,..., xd
zi ,..., z,-~ we can assume that 
and 
XlZl + *-. +x,z, E m”, where l<s<e-3 
ZipI c&:g). 
For if xl<Em3 with <=crx,+... +~x~+Y,z,+...+Y,_~z,_~ with some 
yi a unit, we have to check that &v E &:m). But x,&v E m4 c (x)‘(~:m). 
Thus ox;w + e.. +/?x,x,wE ($)‘($:m) and a,...,/3 must be inm. In a 
similar way, if x1(, + . . . + xP- ,<,_, +x,& E m3 and if & is linearly 
dependent upon .J, <, ,..., &, , then xl ,..., xPP,, r, ,..., <, can be changed 
linearly b adding multiples of x, to get a relation xlr, + . .. + 
xP-, <,-, E m3. Finally, we obtain a relation 
x,r, + .*. + x,r, E yz” 
with x, r, ,..., <, linearly independent i  Q:m) n m. The es may need to be 
modified further to get &mGx&:g). If &w-ailxlw+ ... +
UidXd w mod & : g), then C;=, xi&w = C:=, a,, xix1 w + ... + aidxixd w 
mod(x)‘& :m). Thus ui i, az2 ,..., add E m and aij +aji E 3 for i # j. Now set 
(;=(i-ailxl-... -ai,x,.Then~iwE~(~:~)andx,~l+~~~+x,~,E~3. 
Thus we may always assume there xists a relation xiz, + ... + x,z,~ E m”, 
where xl ,..., xd z, ,..., z,+~, w is a lean basis of m. 
Recall that the reduction number r of a l-dimensional local 
Cohen-Macaulay ring (S, p) is the least integer such that pr+’ = xp’ for 
some minimal reduction x of p. r is not dependent onx and r < e -I (cf., 
for example, [6]). If dim(S, p) > 1, then the reduction number r of S is 
defined asthe least integer such that here is a minimal reduction 5 ofp with 
P r+ ’ = @. It is not known whether depends on 5. Except for [ 71, where 
the estimate r ,< d! e - 1 is given, ot much is known about an upper bound 
for . For the rings (R, m) under investigation herewe have 
5.4. THEOREM. Let x=x , ,..., xd be a minimal reduction f r5. Then 
@ = xm+l. -- 
Proof: Let x1 ,..., xd z, ,..., z,-~, w be a lean basis for m. G = gr R is a 
finitely generated S = R/m[,f, ,..., 2d]-module. S tW= G/S. We denote the 
images in the finitely generated S-module W of elements g of G by g. 
Suppose we prove that in W 
e-4 
QF-3 = 1 fj.yi$, 
j=O 
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where 4 E S,-, -j. It then follows that in G 
where g&X) E S,-,. Choose 4, gi,_*(x) in R lifting x and gi,-2(X), 
respectively. 
Now by the remarks following Lemma 5.3, we may assume that 
XIZl + *a* +x,z, E m3 for some s, 1 <s <e - 3. For i = l,..., s, ifziwe-3 E 
me-’ set Ii to be the least I such that ziw’+ I E rnlt3. Then 0 < fi <e - 4. 
Since w3 E (xizi + ..a +x,z,) weP3 mod &me-‘, we may assume that not all 
Zi we-3 are in qz-‘. Arrange the z’s o that ziweP3 6? me-’ for i= l,..., p. 
Then in R, for i= l,..., p, 
e-4 
z.we-’ E c fjziwj + giep2(x) mod~-6’ I 
j=O 
and, for i= p + l,..., s, 
0 E 2 Jzid + giep2(x) mod@-I. 
j=O 
Thus 
e-4 
(x1 z, + *** +v,w-'= 1 fi(x,z, + a.. +xpz,)~' 
j=O 
+‘~‘&x~+,Zp+IWj+ . . + i -f;.x,z,wi 
j=O i=O 
+ ,~o~igi~-2(X)mod~mP-‘. (*I 
Since zi w’i+ ’ E m’i+ 3, it follows that zi wi E &+’ for j > Zi + 1. Thus 
fjxizi wi Ex@-i for j> fi + 1 and we may add such terms to the right-hand 
side of (*). Hence, 
we= (xlz, + ..* +x,z,) We-3 
e-4 
s + x,z,) wi+ 2 xigi,-,(x) mod x$-‘. 
i=O 
Now WeEm’ and Cje:ijj(xlzl + ...+x,z,) W’E xllzeP’ forces 
Cfzo xigi,-2(x) E sye-‘. Hence we = 0 mod &me-‘. 
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It remains toprove that in W 
j=O 
where A E S,- 3-j. Since zi wE ~(3 :m), in G we have 
e-3 
.TiW= 1 a$Fj+t”, 
j=O 
where ither a$ = 0 or a$ = a, some 6, E S, and either tT = 0 or t: = ii 
some ii E S, . Thus in W, pi ti = CT:: a,+;. Let F be the free S-module on
u1 9*.-v u,-3 and let w be the map F+ (zi ,..., z,-~)S, the S-submodule of W
generated by z, ,..., z,-,, defined by I = ,Yi. Let A be the ndomorphism 
of F defined bythe matrix A = (a$). Then A satisfies its characteristic 
polynomial so that here is a relation 
Ae-3 = fe-4Ae-4 + .. . + Jb, 
where $ E S,-,-j. Ifwe show that y(uiA’) = Fir?’ for t= 0 ,..., e - 3, then 
the claim is justified. This is true for t = 0 by construction. Denote the 
entries of A’ by Aik. Assume that yl(u,A’) = .iYi~‘. Thus
= A;;%, + ..’ + A;et_13fee-3 = I&,‘+‘). 
Theorem 5.4 is rather intriguing in the light ofthe chief open question 
about (R, m): “What is the depth of gr R ?” If it were true that depth gr R > 
d - 1, then 5.4 would follow from the case d= 1. If depth gr R < d - 1, then 
5.4 is somewhat unexpected. 
As we shall see, there are some interesting cases where depth gr R > d - 1. 
Via the methods in[5], to prove depth gr R > d - p, it is sufficient to prove 
that for (p + I)-dimensional R, depth gr R > 0. So it is important to look at 
the case d= 2. 
Let d = 2. Let P,(n) denote the Hilbert polynomial of R. For large n, 
P,(n) = H,(n) = dim,,, y”/$+ i. Set Hi”(n) = CyzO Z-Z,(j). We want to 
use the fact hat for lzdimensional R, H,(n) does not decrease. To do this, 
we will use Singh’s result [ 91that for xin the maximal ideal p of a local ring 
(S9 p)t 
G’/i&) - H,(n) = wp”+ ’ :4/pn). 
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In our situation with x=x,, an element ofa minimal reduction f rm, we 
have that (m”” :x1) E m”-’ by Corollary 5.2. 
5.5. THEOREM. Let dimension R = 2. Then there is an integer t, 2< t & 
e - 1, such that 
P,(n) = en - (t - 2); 
t = 2 if and only if gr R is Cohen-Macaulay. Given an integer t, 2& t < 
e - 1, there is an R with P,(n) = en - (t - 2). 
To prove Theorem 5.5 we need the information that given a minimal 
reduction x1,x2, one element can be chosen to be a nonzero divisor in gr R 
for small powers of E. 
5.6. PROPOSITION. Let dim R = 2. Let x1, x2 be a minimal reduction 
of m. Let t be the reduction number of R/x,R. Then (m’ :xJ = m’-’ for i< t. 
ProoJ We may assume that & # xm2. If x2z E m3 for some z E y\m2, 
then t= 2 and (p’ :x2) = m follows bychoice ofx2. We may assume that 
either x,z, E m3 or x1 z, t x2z2 E g3, where x,, x2, z, ..., z,-~, w is a lean 
basis of m. In R/x,R we have l,z’, E m’ and Z,, .F,, I;,..., fP-,, G is a lean 
basis for m/x,R. Thus, by Corollary 4.3, z2, z~,..., z,-~can be modified so 
that lf-*2;-, E (m/x,R)’ for i= 3,..., t. (The resulting z’smay not satisfy 
zw E (x)& :m) but we will not need this.) 
Suppose now that ax, E mi = (kg’-‘, wi) for some 2 < i < t and that he 
result holds for powers of m less than i; 
1 Ux*=x*/lU,-* +x*Zi-* t rw 9 where /d-l, Tip1 E E’-‘* 
If r E m, then rwi E m’+’ = (xg, w”+‘) and wit’ E (x)‘-’ y C&Y’-‘. Thus, 
in this case, ax2 = x, p\-, tx2 ri-, so (a - r;- ,) x2 = x, &-, and we get hat 
p;-, E g’-’ r7 x,R = x2&‘. Consequently, we will assume that ax2 = 
x,,ui-, $ x2risl t uwi with ua unit in R. Now I?‘= Zi-‘iip2 modx’,G’- in 
R/x,R, SO we have wi = xim2Zi-2 t x/pi- 1 + X,V. Thus 
ax,=x,ru;-, tx,ri-, +uxf-‘z,~,+x,~ 
and 
ax,(a - ?i- l-'1)=x,(&, t Luc:-3zj-2), 
where #-, , rid 1E m’-‘. Hence ,&, t UX{-~Z~-~ = x2p. This means that in 
R/x,R, we have ZI-3.Fi-2 E (m/x2,)‘-’ which contradicts the choice ofthe 
z’s for x”- 3- 1 z,-* is part of a minimal basis of (m/x,R)‘-*. 
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With the same notation as in Theorem 5.4, note that we have 
H R,x,R(n) = e- 1 for 1 <n<t- 1, 
H Rix,R(n) = e for n > t. 
Thus H,(n) = ne - (t - 2) - Il((m”+’ :x,)/m”) for n> t. This means that if 
x, is a superficial element, i.e., (@+ i :x2) = m” for large n or equivalently Xz 
does not lie in any of the primes belonging to 0 in gr R except ossibly 
wR+, then P,(n) = ne - (t - 2). *This shows that an element y of order 1 in 
R is superficial if andonly if R/yR has reduction number t, where P,(n) =
ne - (t - 2). It also shows that if xizi E m’, then xi cannot be superficial, a 
fact not immediately obvious. Henceforth t, = t will denote the reduction 
number of R/yR, where yis any superficial element oforder 1 in R. 
This completes heproof of the first atement of Theorem 5.5. The second 
statements follows from the fact that gr R is Cohen-Macaulay if nd only if 
m3 = xm’. The third statement follows from Example 4.4 by taking, for 
example, R = R#$ 
Lemma 5.7 indicates how one can use Theorem 5.5 and Proposition 5.6 to
compute depth. 
5.7. LEMMA. Let (S, p) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension 2.
Let x1, x2 be a minimal reduction f rp. 
(i) Ifx,Rnp’+’ =x2pifor i< jand$“=&, thenx,Rnp’+‘= 
xz pi for all i. 
(ii) If x,Rn $=x,pj-’ and if (p/x,R)‘=x,(p/x,R)j~‘, then
p’ = (x1 )x&Y 
Proof: (i) It is enough to show that x,R n pj+ ’ = x,pj. If ax2 E pj+ I, 
then ax* = x, pj + x, rj with pj, rj E pj. Thus (a - rj) xz-= x, pi and-p,/ E 
pj n x2 R = x2 pj- ‘. Hence aE 4’. - 
(ii) Ifpji p’, then ~j=Xl~j-I +x,t withpjuj_, E p’-‘. Thus 7~ pi-‘. 
5.8. COROLLARY. Let d = 2 and e > 3. If R has Hilbert polynomial 
PR(n)=en-(e-3), then depth grR= 1. 
Proof: We may assume that R/m is infinite and take x,, x, a minimal 
reduction of m with x2 superficial. Then t = e - 1. By Theorem 5.4, me = 
xc+’ and by Proposition 5.6,(m’ :x2) = F~-’ for i< e - 1 so Lemma 5.7 
gives (m’:x,) = E’-’ for all i. 
Since the R with Hilbert polynomial P,(n) = en - (e - 3) might be 
considered theworst such R, for HR,XZR(n) holds at e - 1 until the last 
possible value of n (n = e - l), Corollary 5.8might be considered evidence 
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that depth gr R is always at least d - 1. Proposition 5.6and Lemma 5.7 give 
a criterion f rdepth gr R > 0 when dim R = 2. 
5.9. COROLLARY. Let d = 2. Let x be a superficial element of order 1
in R. Then depth gr R > 0 if and only if (lyz” ’ :&) = m’. 
ProoJ By definition, X avoids all primes belonging to0 in gr R except 
possibly grR + . If depth gr R > 0, then gr R + does not belong to 0 so X is a 
nonzero divisor and (m’+’ :x) = m’ for all i. Conversely, if (mf+ ’:x) = r~‘, 
then @zifl :x) = pi for all ifollows from Proposition 5.6and Lemma 5.7. 
We conclude by showing that for small multiplicity, depth gr R 2 d - 1. 
First we prove alemma and then we find one more good Hilbert polynomial. 
5.10. LEMMA. Let (S, p) be a local ring and U an indeterminate. Let a,
b E pj. [A for some i, (P~+~: a)= pi, then @“‘S(U) :a + Ub) = p’s(U). 
ProoJ It is sufficient to prove that (p”jS[u] :a + Ub) = p’S[u]. Letf= 
r0 + r, U + ..a + r,U” E S( U] and suppose that f(a + Ub) E $+.‘S[ U]; 
r,a+(r,a+r,b)U+~~~+(r,+,a+r,b)Uht’+~~~+br,U”+’ 
E pifjS[ U]. 
From r,,a E $‘jS[U] it follows that r,, E pi. If rO,..., rh E pi, then 
rh+,a + r,b E p’+jimplies r,,+, E pi. 
5.11. PROPOSITION. Let d = 2. If R has Hilbert polynomial en- 1, then 
depth gr R = 1. 
Proof. We may assume that R/m is infinite andtake x,, x2 a minimal 
reduction fy with x, and x2 superficial. The hypothesis means t = 3. We 
show first 
(y” :x,) # y3, (g4:x*)# m3s- (q14:X,X*)# yz*. (*I 
If ax, E m4 and bx, E m4 with a, b 6Z v3 then, since A(rl’/x~“) < 1, there is 
a unit u in R such that ax, + ubx, = x, ,q + x2 r3 with ,u~, r3 E m3. Thus a = 
ax, mod ‘1’ with a & m* and ax,x2 E m4 so (8” :x,x2) # m*. 
If (qr” :x:) = m2 then, by passing toR(U), U an indeterment, and setting 
xi =x, + Ux, we see, by Lemma 5.10 and (*), that (m4R(U) :x;) = m3R(U). 
By Corollary 5.9, depth gr R(U) = 1. Hence depth gr R = 1. 
Now assume that here are elements a,p, y E m\m* with ax,x2 E m4, 
/Ix: E m4 and yx$ E m4. It follows that here are units U, u’, uand ,u2, r2 in 
m* such that ax2+@x,Em3, ax,+u’yx2Em3 and ax,+upx,+ 
u(ax, + u’yx,) = x, p2 + x2 5?. This means that u/3 + va = ,u, + px,, some 
p E R. But (up + ua) x:x, E m5 forces p E g. Similarly, a + uu’y E E*. It 
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then follows that a(x, + UXJ E qz’ and ax: E m4. Now (m/(x, + vx,)R)-’ = 
-a?eI + vx2)W2 so a=P* + rl(x, + ux*> for rj ER. But 
q(x, + vx2) xi E m4 so q E m. This gives the contradiction a E m*. 
5.12. PROPOSITION. If e ,< 5, then depth gr R > d - 1. 
Proof: By [5], we may assume d= 2. We may also assume that R/m is 
infinite andtake x, , x2 a minimal reduction of m with x2 superficial. If e = 3, 
then v = 3 so depth gr R = 2. If e = 4 and qz3 = xm*, then depth gr R = 2. If 
e=4 and m3#xm2 then t=3=e-1. For if t=2, then (yz/x2R)“= --
x,(m/x, R)* and (m/xl R)3 = x,(m/x, R)* so p E m’ implies ,U= x, ,u* + x2 a = 
x2r2 + xi p with ,u2, t2 E m*. Thus a = r2 + a’x, . But x, ,u, + x,r, +
a’x,x2 E m3 implies a’ E m so ,U E xc*. Thus t = 3 and depth gr R = 1 
follows from Corollary 5.8. 
Assume that e = 5 and that m3 #x@* so t = 3 or 4. If t = 3, depth 
gr R = 1 by Proposition 5.11. If t = 4, depth gr R = 1 by Corollary 5.8. 
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